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In order to solve the problem that the grating quality cannot be monitored directly in real time,
we provided a method based on Rayleigh criterion with our designing optical measurement structure
to measure yaw and displacement errors of a grating ruling machine feeding system. Gratings are ruled
with or without errors correction by the real-time monitoring system . It shows that the resolution ob-
tained without errors correction is reduced from 99.97% to 87.47% of theoretical value, while the reso-
lution obtained with errors correction is stable, remaining at 99.99%–97.21%. The experimental result is
that the grating quality can be guaranteed bymonitoring grating resolution in real time. © 2015Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: (050.1950) Diffraction gratings; (120.5050) Phase measurement; (220.4830) Systems

design; (350.5730) Resolution.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AO.54.000492

1. Introduction

Plane diffraction gratings [1], which have excellent
optical functions such as polychromatic light
dispersion, polarization, and phase matching, are
very popular for military, astronomy, defense, and
civilian applications [2–4]. These gratings are mainly
produced by mechanical ruling and ion-beam etching
[5]. Until now, because of deep grooves with strict
shapes, echelles and infrared-laser gratings are still
produced by mechanical ruling [6].

In mechanical ruling, it takes a long time to rule
each grating especially for a large size grating. At
the same time there are a lot of errors such as dia-
mond tool wear, environment factors, testing accu-
racy errors and so on [7–9]. Many scholars have
studied how to enhance pitching accuracy of the

grating engine [10–12]. MIT applied an interferom-
eter as a measuring and feedback element, with a
motor as an executing element driving the inside car-
riage to the ruling engine, correcting the yawing er-
rors to 0.02 in [13]. Japanese researchers used a
piezoelectric actuator as an executing element to cor-
rect ruling errors, improving the ruling accuracy [14].

Because of the strict ruling accuracy, the grating
ruling engine has to be placed in a sealed room in
order to maintain a high ruling accuracy and a per-
fect environment condition including temperature,
humidity, and vibration [13]. However, even in this
condition it is quite difficult to ensure the ruling
quality after hundreds of ruling hours unless the gra-
ting quality can be monitored in real time. As the
grating constant is between micrometer and nano-
meter scale, the grating surface is covered with an
oil film, the spectral performance such as wavefront
quality, resolution, and scattered light cannot be
read out directly. In this paper, we proposed amethod
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to monitor the grating quality in real time by digital
wavefront.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
basic theory of grating quality is monitored in real
time. In Section 3, we apply the above technique
to the actual experiment and the relative result is in-
troduced. The conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Theory

A. Resolution Calculation

Errors of ruling are a determining factor impacting
on grating quality. The errors matrix can be written
as

δab �
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The optical path difference is as follows:

δ � δr1 � δr2 � δab × �sin θ1b � sin θ2b�: (2)

The grating diffraction equation is given by

d�sin θ1m � sin θ2m� � mλ: (3)

d is grating constant; θi is incidence angle; θm is re-
fraction angle and m is diffraction order; λ is inci-
dence wavelength. From formulas (2) and (3), the
wavefront error Δm is given as
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We assume that for a plane grating, the normal-
ized coordinates of the diffraction angle spectrum
are u and v respectively, the normalized grating dif-
fraction wavefront along coordinates x, y of the pupil
are η�jηj ≤ 1� and ξ�jξj ≤ 1�. In this case, the ampli-
tude distribution of the diffraction spectrum is given
by

E�u; v� � C
Z
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E0�η; ξ� exp�ikΔ�η; ξ�� exp�i�uη

� vξ��dηdξ: (5)

C is a constant and Δ�x; y� is the diffraction wave-
front of the grating in the pupil. We consider that the
amplitude of each point of the diffraction wavefront
is equal, which means E0�η; ξ� � 1. So we can get the
normalized amplitude
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According to two-dimensional fast Fourier trans-
form, we can get the diffraction spectrum distribu-
tion, which is produced by discrete wavefront
difference given by

A�u;v��FFT�FFT�eikΔm�T�T
nm

�FFT2fexp�ikΔm�g
ab

: (7)

FFT is fast Fourier transform, while FFT2 is two-
dimensional fast Fourier transform. The computa-
tion time can be reduced greatly by it. Based on
the formula (7) and the Rayleigh criterion, suppose
that Δu is the half-width of the first minimum angle,
which is calculated by formula (7). We can get the
grating resolution as follows:

RP � π

Δu
× 100%: (8)

B. Error Source

Errors of ruling are produced by the ruling system,
feeding system, and environmental factors. In order
to maintain a perfect environment condition, the gra-
ting ruling engine should be placed in a sealed room.

The feeding system consists of a dividing motor, a
worm gear, a lead screw-nut, lapped V-shaped mono-
rail, and the working carriage. The working carriage
consists of the inside carriage, outside carriage,
parallel leaf spring, double piezoelectric actuators
and springs, and the grating blank mounted on the
inside carriage. Because of the straightness error
of the lapped V monorail, and the machining errors
of the gear, nut and screw, the working carriage will
produce yaw and displacement errors when running
a groove spacing, which will be impacted on the
grating lines and bring about yaw and displacement
errors, as shown in Fig. 1.

The ruling system consists of the crank link, cop-
per slide, copper-slide guide, push-pull rod, saddle
slider, fused-silica guide, and tool carriage. To pro-
duce the reciprocating motion of the diamond tool
along the fused-silica guide, the crank link—driven
by the ruling motor—moves the saddle slider across
the fused-silica guide by a copper slide and push-pull
rod. Pushing and pulling force will bring about defor-
mation errors of the saddle slider and fused-silica
guide, as shown in Fig. 2. Accordingly, errors of
the ruling system are impacted on the groove
straightness.

C. Simulation

Based on the above errors, we carried out a theory to
analyze resolution in different conditions, such as
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adding yaw error, displacement error, and curvature
error to grating lines.

First, we get the resolution curve considering ran-
dom yaw errors in grating lines. Figure 3(a) shows
resolution curve with a random yaw error in the
range of 0.5 in. and Fig. 3(b) shows resolution curve
with a random yaw error in the range of 0.1 in. We

recorded resolution value every two groove lines. Ab-
scissa represents record number while ordinate rep-
resents resolution. It can be seen that if yaw error is
in the range of 0.5 in., the initial resolution curve is
flat, with the enlarging of the ruling area, the reso-
lution value is reduced from 97.22% to 41.66%. If the
yaw error is in the range of 0.1 in., the resolution
value is decreased from 99.99% to 94.59%. There
is a big influence on grating resolution caused by
yaw error.

A comparison of resolution curves with different
displacement errors is shown in Fig. 4, indicating
that when there is a random displacement error of
d/5 and d/10 in the feeding system, we get grating
resolution. It can be seen that with the increasing
of displacement error, the resolution value will
decrease.

Deformation error of saddle slider and fused-silica
guide are systematic errors, which produce curva-
ture errors of grating lines. Curvature error is in
the sagittal direction of the grating, and it does
not affect grating resolution [8,15].

From the above analysis we can see that yaw er-
rors in the grating lines have a serious influence
in the grating resolution value, and displacement er-
rors also impact on the resolution. When the curva-
ture error is in the sagittal direction, we do not
consider it when we calculate the resolution value.
So we just need to measure feeding system errors
to monitor grating resolution.

p
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Outside carriage

Inside carriage

Blank

Piezoelectric actuator 

Diamond carriage
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Errors caused by feeding system.

Fig. 2. Deformation caused by ruling system: (a) deformation of
saddle slider; (b) deformation of fuse-silica guide.
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Fig. 3. Resolution curves with random yaw error: (a) 0.5 in. ran-
dom yaw error; (b) 0.1 in. random yaw error.
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D. Measuring System

Figure 5 shows the optical layout of the laser inter-
ferometer measuring feeding system errors in real
time. A laser beam with λ � 632.8 nm is split into
two parts by beam splitter A. Beam 1 incident to
interferometer A and beam 2 incident to beam split-
ter B; beam 4 incident to the wavelength compensa-
tion interferometer in order to compensate errors

that are produced by changing of refractive index
air; beam 5 incident to interferometer B. When the
dividing motor runs a groove space, the working car-
riage will produce an error; at the same time there
will be an error adding to the bar mirror that is
mounted on the inside carriage. Double piezoelectric
actuators are used to correct errors of the inside car-
riage which are obtained by the optical path mea-
surement. After getting the inside carriage errors,
we adjust the length of the piezoelectric actuator
to make the inside carriage in the ideal position.
Finally, the pitch accuracy of the grating ruling ma-
chine reached 3 nm. In this situation, without error
correction the yaw error is 0.2 in., while with error
correction the yaw error was reduced to 0.02 in.

3. Experiment

In order to prove the availability of the real-time
monitoring system, we used the CIOMP-2 grating
ruling machine to rule two gratings with a line den-
sity of 600 line/mm. One grating was ruled without
error correction, while the other with error correc-
tion. At the same time the grating resolution curves
were monitored to judge the grating quality.

According to the theory model of the resolution and
measuring system, we get groove error matrix δab by
the measure system. Putting errors into the model of
real-time monitoring, we can get a theoretical reso-
lution curve of the grating in real time. With the rul-
ing area becoming larger and larger, we need more
and more storage space to store the data and so res-
olution value is calculated every 10 lines. Each time
it takes about 2–300 s with enlarging the grating
size. After ruling 200 grooves we started recording
the grating resolution.

Figure 6 shows the standard deviation value of the
grating ruling machine when the grating ruling ma-
chine was ruled without error correction, abscissa
representing the grating grooves and ordinate repre-
senting the standard deviation value. It can be seen
that with the growing of grooves number, the accu-
racy of the ruling machine gradually gets worse,
and the standard deviation value is 93.68 nm. In this
way the resolution curve is shown in Fig. 7, where the
resolution gradually reduced from 99.97% to 87.47%
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Fig. 4. Resolution curves with random displacement error:
(a) d/10 random displacement error; (b) d/5 random displacement
error.

Fig. 5. Optical path measurement.
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Fig. 6. Standard deviation value of the grating ruling machine.
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of theoretical value. In the end of the curve, the
resolution is lower than 90% of the theoretical
value, which means the ruling can be stopped
because the ruling quality cannot be promised in this
situation.

Another grating is ruled with error correction. The
standard deviation value of the grating ruling ma-
chine is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the stan-
dard deviation value is about 5.5 nm, and it will not
increase with the growing of grooves number. At the
same time the resolution is stable within 99.99%–
97.21% of the theoretical value, which is shown in
Fig. 9. Comparing to the testing result without error
correction in Fig. 7, the validity of the feeding system
error correction model can be verified. During the

entire ruling process, the resolution of the grating
is always above 90% of theoretical value. With our
technology, the actual resolution of the grating is
70%–80% of the theoretical analysis value.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a simple method for
monitoring grating resolution in real time. We estab-
lished a math model between grating resolution and
errors of ruling. Based on the model we get that the
main factors affecting the grating resolution are yaw
and displacement errors, which are generated by the
feeding system. In the latter part we designed a
measuring optical path of the feeding system and
carried out ruling experiments in different condi-
tions. The experiment result showed that the resolu-
tion without errors correction was reduced from
99.97% to 87.47%, while with errors correction, the
resolution curve stayed within the 99.99%–97.21%
range. In conclusion, the method can get grating
quality in real time by monitoring grating resolution,
which means the grating ruling success rate will be
improved significantly.
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